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12. According to the ideas of the Taoistic religion, Tao
is divided into a principle pair of opposites, Yang and Yin.
Yang is warmth, light, masculinity. Yin is cold, darkness,
femininity. Yang is also heaven, Yin earth. From the Yang
force arises Schen, the celestial portion of the human soul; and
from the Yin force arises Kwei, the earthly part. As a microcosm,
man is also in some degree a reconciler of the pairs of opposites.
Heaven, man, and earth, form the three chief elements of the
world, the San-tsai*
This image is an altogether primordial idea, which we
find elsewhere in similar forms; as for instance in the
West African myth where Obatala and Odudua, the first
parents (heaven and earth) lie together in a calabash,
until a son, man, arises between them. Hence as a
microcosm, uniting in himself the world-opposites, man
corresponds with the Irrational symbol which reconciles
psychological antitheses. This root-image of man clearly
accords with Schiller, when he calls the symbol " living
form".
The division of the human soul into a Schen or Hwun
soul, and a Kwei or Poh soul, is a great psychological
truth. This Chinese presentation also suggests the
familiar passage in Faust:
" Two souls, alas 1 within my bosom dwell—
One would from the other sever :
The one in full delight of love
Clings with clutching organs to the world :
The other, mightily, from earthly dust
Would mount on high to the ancestral fields."
The existence of two mutually contending tendencies, both
striving to drag man into extreme attitudes and entangle
him in the world—whether upon the spiritual or material
side—thereby setting him at variance with himself, demands
the existence of a counter-weight, which is just this,
irrational fact, Tao. Hence the believer's anxious effort
to live in harmony .with Tao, lest he fall into the conflict
of the opposites, Since Tao is an irrational fact, it cannot

